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SUMMARY
The TRSS Threat Detection Platform is an intelligent walk through threat detection 
system offering a threat analytics platform, which has a software dashboard, that 
targets threats and their specific location. The platform reduces lifecycle costs,  
enables higher throughput and requires less personnel to operate than traditional 
metal detectors. 

Non-invasive passive scanning automatically pinpoints the location of threat items on 
the person’s front side, backside, bag or cavity; even in a group. Data driven software-
based alerts provide assessment and classification Intel of detected threat events and 
can be pushed over the cloud to smart phone, tablet, or desktop. Powered by Patriot  
One, TRSS also supports multi-sensor fusion and assessments from sensor types 
such as seismic, acoustic, RF, ultrasound, thermal, RADAR, millimeter wave, chemical 
detectors, biometrics and more. The devices can be tuned to detect very small to very 
large items, based on the organizations threat detection protocols. 
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COMPONENTS
TRSS is powered by proprietary sensor technologies, intelligent alerts, analytics dash-
board, video display and signal processing algorithms. TRSS can be deployed in three 
configurations: Covert (sensors placed in walls, doors or statues), Portable (sets up in less 
than 20 minutes with two bollards. Ideal for remote locations or Board Meetings, Special 
Events), Permanent (Fixed locations within buildings, parking lots, factories, unmanned 
locations, where the perimeter is extended, thereby increasing alert times and reducing 
loss of life.) 

Dashboard
The TRSS Dashboard is an intuitive software interface that provides 
threat analytics. Displayed alerts show specific location of a threat on a 
patron’s front side, backside, pocket, bag or cavity even within a group. 
The dashboard creates operational flexibility as it can be setup locally 
to a TRSS deployment or integrated with remote command and control 
infrastructure. Configuration settings and maintenance routines enable 
staff to setup and maintain TRSS system health. Updates to the dash-
board are provided over the cloud.

Intelligent Alerts
Threat analytics intel containing location specific item discovery, threat 
assessment data and full logging for forensic use. Alerts include real 
time imagery and direction of travel of the patron as they move through 
the TRSS gate. A red box is superimposed over the photo to indicate 
the exact location of the detected threat item on a person. Alerts are 
data driven and can be integrated with 3rd party software applications 
over XML.

Sensors
Magnetic sensors passively monitor disturbances in the local electro-
magnetic field created by items containing traceable amount of ferro-
magnetic metal materials. The sensors are very sensitive and are able to 
pick up very small signals such as those found in a USB portable storage 
media or pocket change. Pulse induction sensors are able to detect the 
presence of nonferrous metal material. Tripwire sensors detect physical 
presence of a patron as they move through the gate.
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